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Background and research questions
 Komi varieties generally have a morphologically marked future 
tense in the third person. In the westernmost Zyrian dialect, Udora, 
this opposition is not present. Instead, verbs fall into two conjuga-
tions, -as and -ö. Speakers do not appear to perceive this as a system-
atic feature of the dialect, and it is difficult to elicit.
 As Udora is the only dialect lacking the future-present opposition, 
the most likely scenario is that the distinction has disappeared.
 We want to know whether the choice of conjugation is determined by 
phonological, morphological or semantic factors, and what these fac-
tors are. We are also exploring what effect the lack of distinction has on 
the language and its TAM system.

Corpus
 We use Udora materials collected by ourselves, in combination 
with earlier published texts.

•  Time window: 1902–2013
•  Main contributors: Uotila, Vahros-Pertamo,
  Vászolyi, Down River Vashka project
•  Size: 45,000 tokens
•  Relevant verb forms: 1,700 tokens (1,014 -as; 755 -ö)
•  Unique verbs: 398 (239 -as; 136 -ö; 23 unclear)

These materials will be published in the Language Bank of Finland.

Effects of “no future”: innovations in Udora
•   Conjugation in -as connected to derivational morphology
•   Avoidance of -as/-ö opposition within verb paradigm
   → -ön / -as opposition restructured as -ön / -önys

•   Explicit future marked primarily using aux. verb pondɨnɨ.

Investigated variables and their effects

Ask the past: Udora vs. Old Permic 

Conclusions
  No evident contemporary feature explains the choice of conjuga-
tion entirely; single correlating variables and developments can be 
identified. The system is changing under the influence of the written 
standard.
 More data from Mezen is needed to analyse subdialectal differences; 
historical settlement patterns should be further investigated. 
 The feature is possibly shared between Udora and Old Permic.

*

Earlier research
 This is a well-known feature of the dialect. The most thorough 
analysis so far is by Ponarjadov (2004), however with a relatively 
small corpus.
 The feature has been connected to both historical developments 
(Lytkin 1961) and language contact phenomena (Hausenberg 1995).

OP attestation Ud. (ö/as) Translation
vajas as (0/11) bring
vajɕas - bring (dial.)
voas as (5/46) come
vudʒas as (0/1) cross
kutas as (1/12) hold
kɨlasnɨs ö (9/4) hear

loktə ö (65/9) come
lolʑənɨs as (0/2)  bring to life
lɨdjanɨs as (0/4) read
ledʑas as (1/22) let
petənɨs ö (2/34) exit
ɕetas as (0/8) give
sulalə ö (16/0) stand

 Lytkin’s (1977) description of verbs in Old Permic (14th c.) sounds 
very similar to the system found in Udora today, so we made a com-
parison. The results are preliminary, but seem to be noteworthy:

 The apparent symmetry of the systems (only two mismatches) raises 
a question about the relationship between Udora and Old Permic. It 
also changes the setup of the original question (did the future really 
disappear in Udora?), although it does not explain anything in itself.

Examples
ivan tsarevitɕ   məd-asɨlas   suvt-as,     a    kar   sulal-ə
Ivan Tsarevich   tomorrow   get_up-3sg.pres  but   city   stand-3sg.pres
‘Ivan Tsarevich gets up (fut. marked, lit. stands up) the next morning, and the city is (still) standing (pres. marked).’ (Fokos-Fuchs 1916: 96)

nɨv  viʥəd-as,   a   sɨnan-ɨs   tɨdal-ə       i   gorədʨ-as:   bacuʃkə,  atɨ   sɨnan-ɨs   tɨdal-ə       te   dіn-ad!
girl  look-3sg.prs but  comb-3sg  be_visible-3sg.pres and  yell-3sg.pres dad,    now   comb-3sg  be_visible-3sg.pres 2sg  to-2sg.ill
‘The girl looks (fut. marked), and the comb is there (pres. marked) (again), and she yells (fut.): father, look, the comb has appeared (pres., lit. is visible) there.’ (FF 1916: 166)

vot  stav-ɨs   lokt-ənɨ    i   stav-ɨs   prəʃajts-asnɨ    gort   gəgər-ɨs   pukt-asnɨ    ɟeɲga
well  all-3sg   come-3pl.pres  and  all-3sg   praise-3pl.pres  grave  around-3sg  put-3pl.pres  money
‘Well, everyone comes (pres. marked) and pays their respects (fut. marked) around the grave, places (fut. marked) money there.’ (Važgort 2013, Down River Vashka corpus)

Standard Komi Udora Translation
munigən munigən while going
munigas munigənɨs while going (foc.)

Seems to affect the choice of -as or -ö:
•  Frequentative derivation 		Usually -as (complex category)
•  Momentative derivation    Systematically -as
•  Causative derivation 			Systematically -as
•  Modal verbs  						Systematically -as

Temporal change (last 100 years)  
•  Speakers more mobile, educated and in contact with the written standard
•  -ö conjugation increasing in frequency, more verbs show unstable pattern

Areal features: Vaška vs. Mezen river 
•  Vaška system more consistent

No effect on choice of -as or -ö:

•  Phonological properties 
•  Transitivity 
•  Motion verbs 
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•  Static vs. dynamic 
•  Russian loanwords 
•  Reflexive derivation 


